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Target May 24 2006
Thin vertical gray pipe, from ground 
it stands upward. 
Target is more constructed area, than 
it being nature. Black and gray 
surfaces and structures, but not like 
trees and grass. Like thin steps. 
These are smooth empty surfaces. 
Not a friendly or soft or loving place. 
Has a barren vacant kind of feeling. 
It's cold there, there is no good 
sunshine to warm the place. 
The surfaces are smooth and something 
slides across them like a boat, slides 
slowly not really fast. 
Something went roundabout over 
my head, so the track that goes from 
the gray floor, curves upward and 
then upside down backwards and 
comes back down again in a loop. 
On the track on the floor level at least, 
there are three grooves that are 
etched into the track, into these 
grooves fit the small wheels of the 
object that slides across this track. 
Little wheels many on the vehicle, 
these fit into the grooves on the 
track on the ground. 

The wheels are a bit loose, which is 
why when the vehicle sits on the track, 
its own weight pushes down on the 
wheels and the wheels become 
pressed upward, and if you lift the 
vehicle up then these loose wheels 
will drop down a little bit, because 



they are a bit loose and not fixed 
vertically. Rattling sound from the 
vertically loose wheels. 
It did a loop where in one part we 
were upside down! 
LOOP that sits on the ground but 
the path inside the loop goes along 
the vertical plane. 
The travel on the loop occurs on the 
INSIDE of the loop, not on the 
outside. 
A person on the top of the loop hangs 
upside down with their arms hanging 
down and looking down. 
I feel the neck hanging down stretched 
down. 

SE (secondary element): man with 
white shirt and tie, guard or military
he is at the wall, I found a wall there

Many small plastic wheels that rattle
on the vehicle
SE tail of a small plane
Investigate vehicle: smell of black 
smoke of plastic, rubber
No shoes or feet because nobody 
walks here on foot
SE They push or pull a lever to make 
the object move
The smell of the black smoke again, 
smoke of rubber, plastic 
Goes along a track, spews out black 
smoke at the back when it goes, 
goes slowly not very fast 
First, people pushed it from the back 
into its place, before it would 
continue
It has blinking red lights on it, small 
blinking red lights

While the wheels stay on the ground 



in the track, the vehicle can bounce 
up and down into and away from 
the wheels, the wheels with their 
bars will extend and sink into itself. 
Not bouncy like a spring! But

Vehicle uses a liquid fuel which has 
a clear light blue color, it dripped down
on my hand when I was using my hand 
to feel around underneath the vehicle
above its wheels
Sometimes it rains here and this floor 
becomes wet from the rain i.e. this 
is not inside of a room but is exposed 
to the outside
The fuel smells like paint thinner liquid
and does not have the benzene smell

(The religious experience and my 
eyeballs engaged in the clear visual 
for the first time, see video)

People walk up until the tracks but 
they do not enter onto the tracks
There is a lot of fresh air here

I drew the top view of the hull of the 
vehicle. Water droplets are glistening
on the hull. 


